
From: Frank Nassetta <fnassetta@earthlink.net> 

Subject: Re: Solebury Township Historical Society (STHS) & Aquetong lake 'drone' 
videos 

Date: May 6, 2015 at 7:53:40 AM EDT 

To: Robert McEwan <robertandmariamcewan@gmail.com> 

Reply-To: Frank Nassetta <fnassetta@earthlink.net> 
 
Hi Robert,  I spoke to my board last evening and as I suspected, no problem using information on our 
website.  They do assume that "Bucks County chapter of Trout Unlimited would be credited for any posted data 
or photos.  Frank 

-----Original Message-----  
From: Robert McEwan  
Sent: May 4, 2015 11:53 AM  
To: Frank Nassetta  
Subject: Re: Solebury Township Historical Society (STHS) & Aquetong lake 'drone' videos  
 
Frank, many thanks,  
I will keep in contact when I think Lake progress is moving to a point a drone video would be nice to have.  no 
pressure! 
 
the project is moving fast, which I am sure is good news to TU.  I was there this morning to see the 2d of 3 
pumps set in site.  Also notice a very large carpe, which of course will disappear in due time to be, I hope, 
replaced by ....Trout? 
 
Cheers,  
Robert 
 
 
On May 4, 2015, at 9:27 AM, Frank Nassetta <fnassetta@earthlink.net> wrote: 
 
 
Robert,  You absolutely have my permission to use any previously or future video taken of the site.  We'll make 
every effort to continue but will all be away for a lot of the summer.  It's very exciting to have gotten to this point 
in the project.  Many years of late night meetings as well as boots on the ground have prevailed.  I'll ask my 
fellow TU board members about your request but I'm sure that asking is just a formality.  Regards,  Frank 

-----Original Message-----  
From: Robert McEwan  
Sent: May 3, 2015 12:07 PM  
To: jadegreen@gmail.com, fnassetta@earthlink.net  
Cc: "" , Les Isbrandt  
Subject: Solebury Township Historical Society (STHS) & Aquetong lake 'drone' videos  
 
Dear Jade and Frank,  
I wanted  to reach out to say thank you for sharing the Drone Video's with STHS as well as to outline our project 
around the removal of the Aquetong Lake dam. 
 
Briefly the Historical Society has a project to follow the change in the lake and area in the coming 3 
years.  Photos, documents about Who, What , Where, Why & How and items of the areas' history will be posted 
to research pages on STHS' web site.  Years ago we would have opened a paper file and dumped stuff into it, 
never to be seen again.  Now we want data up and current so people can see what is happening and in future 
days see what the Lake was all about. 
 
Your Drone videos are perfect for showing the Lake.  WE will start the web research site within the next 
two  weeks. 
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What we would like from you if at all possible: 
1. If you can give us permission by return email to post your work, the video's, it would be nice to have. 
2. For Trout Unlimited we have several items from you which I believe are on your web site, like the 2004 
presentation on why the dam should be removed, and we will be posting these, giving TO full credit.  Please let 
us know if you have any objections.   
3. We hope in future months you can again shoot some videos to show, for example: 
*the (de)construction equipment in place and working. 
*the small screen dam that will be built below the dam to catch sediment. 
* the lake as it retreats and the stream as it finds its' course. 
* late summer, or next year, other videos of the mud area and eventually the new growth. 
 
To help this along, I will share with you the schedule of when events happen, and since the park property is now 
closed for use, If you do want to continue to help us, I will work with the Township Manager to get permission for 
you to do the fly overs from the grassy park area.  
 
I have copied our still photographer, Don Schoenleber,  who you may already know as he is a member of 
TO.  He has been out in all the poor winter weather weather getting great shots for the project. 
 
many thanks again for your help and response to these ideas. 
 
Robert McEwan 
Board member 
STHS  
 
Begin forwarded message: 
 
 
From: "Les Isbrandt" <lesisbrandt@comcast.net> 
Subject: RE: Aquetong lake 'drone' videos 
Date: April 30, 2015 at 12:08:35 PM EDT 
To: "'Robert McEwan'" <robertandmariamcewan@gmail.com> 
Cc: "'Jade Greene'" <jademgreene@gmail.com>, "'Frank Nassetta'" <fnassetta@earthlink.net> 
 
Robert, 
The two people you may want to contact to learn more about the drone videos 
and how they were edited are Frank Nassetta (TU Director and former AWA 
Director) and Jade Greene (AWA Director). I copied them on this so they 
would know where the connection came from. 
The YouTube videos are great. 
Les 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Robert McEwan [mailto:robertandmariamcewan@gmail.com]  
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2015 11:29 AM 
To: <dwschoenleber@mac.com>; Eric Allen; Dennis Carney; Les Isbrandt 
Cc: Les Isbrandt 
Subject: Aquetong lake 'drone' videos 
 
Hi all,  
Just to let you know the two videos shot a few weeks ago are on the web.  we 
are working to put the STHS web site chapter on the lake  up soon, but as 
you are all working on this project I thought you may find them interesting 
or helpful. 
 
 
Les, thank you for sharing them and getting them edited.   I would like to 
talk to the people directly if at all possible.  do you have an email for 
one or more of them you could send me? 
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Cheers,  
Robert 
 
 
 
Here they are. 
 
Long: https://youtu.be/jxlwsPSjoNg 
 
 
Short: https://youtu.be/nXd9ljcwNZ0 
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